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conclusions are compatible with claims by supply-side economists
that economic activity is driven by incentives and disincentives. By
“supply-side forecasting,” I do not mean forecasting the supply side
of the economy. I mean forecasting the economy by means of a
model whose interpretation is consistent with what is widely called
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in toe Ieuerai luncIs rate are associatcu witn nom contemporaneous

and subsequent changes in real GNP and in different directions.
Table 1 ranks calendar years 1956—89 according to changes in the

average interest rate. The growth of real CNP is listed for each year,
the following year, and the second year following. The years in
which the interest rate rose materially are separated from those in
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Though it relies on monetary data, the CFT is not a monetarist
model, and the qnantity of money plays no role in it. This omission
need not imply disbelief in the role of the monetary aggregates in
the economy. Reliance on interest-rate data simply reflects the notion
that prices provide heifer and earlier information than quantities.
Indeed, interest-rate movements precede changes in the money sup-
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FIGURE 5

Two ADDITIONAL VARIABLES OF MARGINAL SIGNIFICANCE

Percent
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Leading indicators such as the money supply growth, the yield
curve slope, and inventory changes bear a one-way relationship with
subsequent movements in the economy. But interest rates are differ-
ent. Each change in the interest rate is associated with two changes
in the economy: one roughly immediate and the other long delayed.
Thus, interest-rate movements are not aconventional leading indica-



Same Year 2 Years Earlier
Year (percent) (percent)

1984 6.8 —2.5
1978 5.3 4.9
1973 5.2 2.8
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Fed Funds Hate Real GNP (SAAB)”
Quarter (basis points) (percent)

1981 IV —399 —5.5
1982 III —351 —3.2
1975 I —304 —7.6
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iniro, ui~rcan migrate among innustries, among sectors witnin
industries, or among classes of institution, depending on the specific
policies government adopts toward them. The banking industry
serves as a topical example. Traditional commercial banks are suc-
cumbing to zealous efforts by the bank examiners to write down
theirdoubtful assets; atthe same time, those banks face tightercapital



ospeciatay ill me neiu 01 money alto ereult, oetiei in government
as provider” dies hard. however, it may be a myth that real GNP is
brought into existence by “loose” policy and snuffed out by “tight”
policy. An ability to create and destroy GNF, like air inside a balloon,
is at the heart of the Fed’s assumed powers. In recessionary times,
the Fed is pressed to get the economy moving again. Over the long
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sensitive to inflation. Thanks in part to the capital gains tax and the
mandatory use of historic costaccounting, inflation continues to drive
businesses and individuals into higher effective tax brackets (Ranson
1982, p. 48ff’).
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Conclusion
The short-term interest rate is a fascinating, powerful, and under-

used predictor of the U.S. economy. Because it is a market price, its
lead time is longer than that of other leading indicators. And its
relationsitin to economic activity is unlike theirs, Fluletlintions in
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tor the same reason. Summarizing my critique ot the second paper,
the theoretical interpretation, the proposed mechanism is at best a
second-order effect and probably does not exist at all.

Forecasting Real GNP with the Short-term
Interest Rate
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those made In the mtudme 01 tflC prcvmous year—a method that as

consistent with Hanson’s Figure 3. The bottom section of Table 1
contrasts three different equations covering the maximum sample
period for which the predicted interest rate changes are available,
1982—91. iIere, time first equation includes the illegitimate current
interest-rate term and the second replaces it with the predicted inter-
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L,lNr anu 115 slmDsequent revisions. laDle O snows tne resutts oI

regressions with quarterly data for the full period runing from 1955
to 1990, and three suhperiods. A search revealed that up to 9 lags
on the interest rate change are necessary, but (omitting the current
value to avoid simultaneity) the first is insignificant and is omitted
here.
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in spendingbr the Vietnam War in 1966—68, ‘the economy’s equilib-
rium shifts to the northeast as IS slides up LM. We observe then the
positive contemporaneous correlation between Ai and AGNP that
Ranson observes, and we can allow for partially accommodating
monetary policy as long as the Fed does not peg the interest rate
completely.
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aoout tile ragna nose on ittottetary ease lIeeueu to geltemute alt eco-
nomic recovery. To understand why (normally) real GNP changes
are negatively correlated with changes in short-term interest rates
over the previous nine quarters, we can do no better than to accept
the wisdom of the MPS model as set out 25 years ago.
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